Decorate the tree  
Decorate the tree  
Hang some ornaments 1, 2, 3

Decorate the tree  
Decorate the tree  
Hang some ornaments  
Come Help me

Decorate the tree  
Decorate the tree  
Hang some ornaments 1, 2, 3

Decorate the tree  
Decorate the tree  
Hang some ornaments  
Come Help me

Satin balls and bells hang on with twine  
Flashlight lights and tinsel make it shine  
Snowmen canes and ribbons that you tie  
Don't forget the star goes way up high!

Decorate the tree  
Decorate the tree  
Hang some ornaments 1, 2, 3

Decorate the tree  
Decorate the tree  
Hang some ornaments  
Come Help me

Come Help me